RWE and Essent form a leading renewables generation position in North West Europe

- Essent contributes 673 MW of renewable generation assets in operation (268 MW Netherlands, 405 MW Germany) to RWE’s existing portfolio
- Essent contributes a 2,800 MW project pipeline
- Improved diversified regional generation mix
  - Significant increase in Dutch and German onshore wind capacity
- Strengthened combined project pipeline of 20 GW

**RWE and Essent combined renewables capacity in operation by technology and country (consolidated)**

- Total installed capacity: 2.4 GW

**RWE and Essent combined projects by technology (generation capacity in GW, consolidated)**

- Offshore wind
- Onshore wind
- Hydro
- Biomass

*Excluding hydro storage with natural inflow projects of RWE Power

**Definition of pipeline status:**
- Pipeline status 1 – Project consented, not yet under construction
- Pipeline status 2 – Prospects (not consented) – land agreements in place, environmental impact studies commenced
- Pipeline status 3 – Identified opportunities – sites identified, but no land agreements – initial discussion on agreements